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OUR FATHER
Matthew (6:9)
The Christ teaches us the prayer that starts with ' Our
father, Who is in heaven'.
The 'Our' from the prayer means that we all share the
same God and that, as his children, we all have the same
father. This belief in one God is shared by the three
religions of the book.
The function of the father is essential as his role is to get
us to break away from the infinite and all-encompassing
love from the mother where our EGO is formed. By
limiting us through rules and boundaries, the love of the
father allows us to access the second dimension of love,
the 'WE' at first, and then, by renouncing murder
through Oedipus, to discover infinite love for one
another where we say 'THEM".
We can therefore say that the father is the ambassador of
society as thanks to him, we leave the maternal nest and
are able to meet others. The Abbe Pierre used to
frequently say 'and what about them?' Bernard, a
mountaineer friend of mine, has noticed that 'Who is in
heaven', 'aux cieux' in French, can also be heard as
'aussi eux', literally meaning 'them as well'! For Sister
Emmanuelle, 'Paradise is other people', whilst the
opposite is true for Sartre for whom ' Hell is other
people'.
The father is also symbolised by Pegasus, the winged
horse that carries us on his back to paradise: also heard
as 'pars a dieu' in phonetic French, meaning 'a step
towards others'.
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'Hallowed by your name': we take the NAME of the
Father, by which we are governed by his boundaries and
as such, limiting our EGO. Through the castration of the
father, a difficult time to go through between the age of
18 months and 2 years, the child lets go of his illusion of
power, moving from the oral phase to the anal phase
where we learn control and boundaries. Paranoid people
struggle to accept these boundaries. It is nevertheless
necessary to accept these limits as they allow us to live
with others.
In the Gabonese forest, two men that meet each other say
'Hello, what is your name?' 'M'Bolo, Kumbouaou'.
Without a NAME, i.e. without the ability to say NO, we
cannot exist and life becomes fragile. Someone with
cancer for example, by never really knowing how to
say NO or knowing how to set boundaries by fear of
losing this all encompassing love, has ended up with an
invasive disease, the cells being free to proliferate.
We can see the example of Valerie who has lung cancer.
She is a young woman of 39 years old whose two
children have been my patients for years. These kids are
unbearable during medical examinations. They have bad
manners, touch everything, are agitated, in short, they
are tiring children for the paediatrician.
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Luckily, thanks to homeopathy, they are rarely sick and
only come for a routine check up every six months,
which I keep as short as possible.
On the 13th of July 2000, the mother tells me that she has
some serious health issues. She has just been diagnosed
with lung cancer and needs to have surgery followed by
chemotherapy.
It is an adenocarcinoma on the upper left lobe of her
lung.
I offer to see her again later in the evening without her
children so that we can find her constitutional remedy
and get her in the best possible shape before facing the
challenges ahead.
She comes back as planned and tells me that since she
has been a teenager she has smoked ten cigarettes a day.
One month ago she got pneumonia on her lower left
lobe, which has since recurred. Her GP referred her for
some tests, a bronchoscopy and a scan that revealed the
tumour.
In Kent's repertory, the rubric 'pneumonia, left lung,
inferior lobe' has three remedies:' Chelidonium, Natrum
Sulphuricum, Sulphur.
The mention of Chelidonium reminded me of another
rubric in Kent's repertory where Chelidonium is the only
remedy to appear: ' Mind, children, desires to beat'.
With her difficult children, the thought might have
crossed her mind. Therefore I ask her the question 'Have
you ever felt like beating up your children?' She suddenly
becomes very pale and tells me: 'Doctor, I was beaten as
a child. It is the tragedy of my life'.
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Consequently, everything becomes clear: by fear of
acting out and not being able to control her impulses,
including possibly the fear of killing one of her children,
she prefers to say nothing and let her children completely
rule her.
In fact, she lets herself be invaded on her every level:
She works as a secretary to keep her husband happy, but
does not like it. She cannot say no to tobacco whose blue
fumes are invading her lungs and she lets herself be
invaded by a tumour.
Her husband reproaches her for letting the children take
over, despite not setting any boundaries himself.
I prescribe one dose of CHELIDONIUM 15c to be
followed 8 days later by a dose of TABACUM 15c and
then an ascending dose of CHELIDONIUM: 18c, 24c,
30c.
I see her again on the 20th of October 2000: She has had
a lobectomy of her upper left lobe and is currently
undergoing a course of chemotherapy in Marseille. Since
taking the doses of CHELIDONIUM, she has been
feeling in great shape. The hospital staff have been
surprised that she has not suffered any side effects from
her heavy-duty treatments.
A detailed observation: since taking the remedy, her
stools do not float in the toilet anymore. This confirms
the choice of CHELIDONIUM as her remedy given that
floating stools is one of its well-known characteristic
symptoms.
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After taking an olfactory dose of CARCINOSIN 10M, I
continue with CHELIDONIUM 200c, 1M, 10M, 50M,
100M, one dose a month in this order.
8th of February 2001: 'this illness, has helped me to
resolve issues in my relationship with my husband', she
tells me. She has also decided to stop working as a
secretary and chase her dream of opening a guesthouse
with a communal table serving Provence-style cooking.
Prescription: CHELIDONIUM LM1 to 15, a dose every
month. (LM are the last of Hahnemann recommended
potencies).
7th of September 2001: She is feeling well. The
chemotherapy stopped in May. Recently she felt a
discomfort on the left side of her thorax for which she
spontaneously took as few granules of CHELIDONIUM
7c clearing it. She has opened her guesthouse and feels
more and more contented.
29th of January 2002: scan check up: all clear. She takes
a few granules of CHELIDONIUM 7c once in a while.
For example, if she feels anxious about going for a check
up in Marseille.
13th of July 2005: 5 year check up: all clear, she is well
and all the tests are back to normal. She is considered
cured.
2009: they moved to the USA where her husband has
been promoted. Everything remains well with her health.
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